		

From: What is Meditation? - as found in "Joyful Path of Good Fortune", by Geshe Kelsang Gyatso


There are two kinds of meditation, analytical meditation and placement meditation.  In analytical meditation we engage in a purposeful process of investigation, or thought, about an object, analyzing its various aspects and examining it from various points of view.  We use our imagination, memory and powers of reasoning until, through the power of our investigation, a special thought or feeling arises in our mind and our state of mind changes.  

As we shall see, there are different types of object.  Some, such as impermanence or emptiness, are objects apprehended by the mind.  Others, such as love, compassion, renunciation or the determination to rely purely upon our spiritual guide, are actual states of mind.  We engage in analytical meditation until the specific object that we seek appears clearly to our mind, 
or until the particular state of mind that we wish to generate arises.

In placement meditation we concentrate on a virtuous object single-pointedly without allowing distractions to disturb our concentration.  The object of placement meditation can be any virtuous object, or special thought or feeling that is aroused in our mind through the power of analytical meditation.  

With placement meditation we hold this virtuous object, special thought or feeling until it begins to fade, then we renew our analytical meditation to make the object clear or definite again.  Just as when we make a fire with bellows there comes a time when the fire is strong enough for us to put down the bellows and let it blaze, so there comes a time when we cease analytical meditation and let placement meditation take over.  Then, in the same way as 
a fire gradually loses its intensity so that we have to apply the bellows again, the object of our placement meditation will gradually fade so that we have to apply analytical meditation once again. 

Je Tsongkhapa said that meditators should combine these two types of meditation because good analytical meditation brings good placement meditation, and good placement meditation brings good analytical meditation.  

Analytical meditation makes the object appear clearly or definitely to our mind and placement meditation makes our mind more and more closely aquainted with the object, so that eventually the mind and its object mix.  For instance, if we do analytical meditation on the sufferings of all living beings, compassion will arise clearly in our mind.

When this happens we do placement meditation to make our mind more and more familiar with compassion.  Eventually, our mind will mix with compassion.  This does not mean that henceforth compassion is the only object of our mind, but that compassion has become inseperable from our mind, and so, in all that we think and all that we do, our mind is never without compassion.


In the beginning our placement meditation is very weak and we are hardly able to hold on to our object for more than a moment.  Whenever we lose our object we have to keep returning to analytical meditation until the object becomes clear again, and then renew our effort to stabilize the object.  We have to repeat this process over and over again.  The way to increase our powers of concentration is explained in detail (in a later chapter).

Since most of the problems we experience when we are new to meditation come from overstraining at placement meditation, it is important to be moderate and avoid becoming tense from exerting too much pressure.  The effore we apply should be relaxed and steady and whenever we become tired we should rest.

